FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Compact Crushers Introduced to McCloskey’s
Product Range
Impact crushers I34 and I34R deliver expanded versatility
PETERBOROUGH, ON –September 22, 2017 –
Following a successful advance viewing at
Steinexpo

2017

in

Homburg/Nieder-Ofleiden,

Germany, McCloskey International has introduced
a new line of compact impact crushers. Taking
the original crusher line and transforming it into
something even more flexible and productive, the
new mobile crushers maximize the efficiency of any project site.
Built to the same high standards as full-size crushers, the new compact models deliver
convenience and choice to suit every customer’s needs. McCloskey engineers have adapted
the design to meet the evolving requirements of today’s projects and operations by developing
more compact products while maintaining the same high standard of McCloskey durability,
reliability and quality.
The I34 and I34R compact impact crushers are the perfect solution for projects with small
footprints but big requirements. These compact, mobile crushers are suited particularly to
construction and demolition recycling, asphalt recycling, and aggregates.
The new impactors deliver high performance and expanded versatility in a highly mobile lineup
to customers around the world. With their fast set-up time and ability to nimbly move around in
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tight spaces, the crusher’s small footprint is uniquely suited
to the recycling, demolition and smaller scale construction
projects where space is at a premium, and maneuverability is
key. The compact transport dimensions (less than 2.5m
wide) allow easy transport from site to site.
The compact impactors have a number of new features as well as sharing those McCloskey
has delivered across its entire crusher line including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Mobile while operating/crushing
Switch to recirculating in just a few hours
Direct drive delivers better fuel efficiency
Full colour TEDD control panel screen
Integrated hydraulic folding conveyors
4 Blow Bars and apron adjustment to suit either Secondary or Primary crushing
High capacity 82.8” (2102mm) wide by 166.5” (4230mm) hydraulic drive feeder
Full electronic control clutch system

9. Full safety guarding for nip points
10. Roomy, ground level engine bay for ease of maintenance and service.
Setup is fast and easy, ready to work in just a few minutes. The new line boasts flexibility as the
I34 crusher can convert to a recirculating impactor in just a few hours.
For maintenance ease, the vast majority of components are identical between models to
simplify spare parts. Ground level access allows for quick service and maintenance, reducing
the downtime for the operation.
The impact crushers are available for orders immediately, with dispatch available in Spring
2018.
-30McCloskey International Limited designs and manufactures innovative crushers, screeners,
stacking conveyors and washing systems. Since 1985, McCloskey International has been
exceeding expectations with reliable, durable and high performing products. McCloskey
equipment is used across industries including aggregate, mining, construction & demolition,

waste management & recycling, landscaping and composting to help achieve profitable volumes
for customers around the world.
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